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ABSTRACT 

This research is about observing the behavior of clay soil stabilization. The 

method in this study uses engineering mixture of clay, cement and fiber using 5% and 

10% cement with the use of 1% fiber. Tests were using CBR Laboratory equipment, 

using standards according to SNI 03-1744-1989. The value of CBR Laboratory 

Ground, cement and fiber 5% penetration 0.1 curing 14 days 34.155%. Penetration of 

0.2 curing 14 days 30.398%. The value of soil CBR, cement, fiber 10% penetration 0.1 

curing 14 days 59.7793% penetration 0.2 curing 14 days 62.518%. Soil with the 

addition of cement and fiber has a different CBR Laboratory value, and fiber addition 

reduces the brittle failure to be able to reduce cracks and collapse. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many types of soil cannot be used as basic material for building construction. The condition 

of soil material that does not meet these requirements can be further strengthened by the 

repair process or stabilized. Soil types are often found in the soil, for example on Cikombong 

Road, Kelapa Lima Village, Merauke Regency which has sensitivity to changes in water 

content. Soil behavior is strongly influenced by the water content it contains, one type of soil 

that has many problems in development is clay soil. The choice of stabilization material needs 

to be considered the availability of materials at the construction site and the contribution of 

stabilization materials to improve the properties of the clay. From the description above, then 

in this test the clay stabilization material is tried by adding cement and fiber and to find out 

the value of the CBR. 
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According to Verhoef (1994) in Braja M. Das (1993), soil is defined in general as a 

collection of solid parts and not bound to one another (including organic material) between 

the material containing air and water. According to Braja M. Das (1993) defines soil as an 

ingredient consisting of aggregates (granules) of solid minerals that are not cemented 

(chemically bound) between each other from decaying organic materials (solid particles) 

accompanied by liquid and gas which fill the empty spaces between the solid particles. 

According to Hardiyatmo (2006), said that the soil properties of clay soil include fine grain 

size smaller than 0.002 mm, low permeability, high capillary water increase, very cohesive, 

high shrinkage rate and slow consolidation process. With the knowledge of these soil 

minerals, understanding of the behavior of clay soils can be observed. Cement is an inorganic 

material that hardens in mixing with water or salt solution. 

A typical example is portland cement, cement if mixed with water will form a mixture 

called cement paste, if mixed with fine aggregate (sand) and water, a mixture called mortar 

will form, if added with coarse aggregate (gravel) will form a mixture. commonly called 

concrete. This material is used for various civil engineering work and construction materials. 

2. METODOLOGY 

The method used in this study uses mixed engineering (experimental method) clay, cement 

and fiber which the soil test material used is in a dry and weighed state, for cement and fiber 

only as added material, which has been determined according to mixed variations . For testing 

using laboratory CBR equipment in accordance with SNI 03-1744-1989 CBR Laboratory 

Testing Method. The research was carried out in the soil mechanics laboratory at the 

Department of Civil Engineering, Musamus University. 

2.1. Physical Properties 

Atterberg (1911) provides a way to describe the consistency limits of fine-grained soils by 

considering the moisture content of the soil. These limits are to consider the content of soil 

water content. These limits are liquid limits, liquid limits, plastic limits, and shrinkage limits. 

Consistency depends on the tensile force between the clay mineral particles. Any reduction in 

water content results in a reduction in the thickness of the cation layer which causes the 

particle's attraction to increase. Plastic index values and soil types have been described by 

Hardiyatmo (2006). 

In addition, the land classification system is based on AASHTO and the Unified Land 

Classification system (USCS). According to Das (1995), this soil classification system is most 

widely used for foundation engineering work such as dams, buildings and similar 

constructions. This system is commonly used for airfield design and for roadwork 

specifications for roads. The classification based on the land Unified System is grouped into: 

 Coarse-grained soils are soil that is more than 50% of the water retained in No.200 sieve. 

Coarse-grained soil is divided into gravel with the symbol G (gravel), and sand with the 

symbol S (sand). 

 Fine-grained soil is soil which is more than 50% of the material passes through filter No.200. 

fine-grained soil is divided into silt with the symbol M (silt), clay with the symbol C (clay), 

and silt and organic clay with the symbol O, depending on the soil lies in the graph of 

plasticity. Soil L for low plasticity and H for high plasticity. 
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2.2. Stabilization 

According to Hardiyatmo (2006), the criteria for stabilization of the soil using cement 

according to its purpose and use are proposed by Ingels and Metcalf (1972) and the criteria 

for stabilizing soil strength of cement for the Lower Base Layer (LPB) and Upper Foundation 

(LPA) by the Directorate General of Highways based on SNI 03-3438-1994. 

According to John S. Scott (2001) Polypropylene Fiber is one type of plastic that is most 

widely used as a fiber material in concrete mixes for years and has a high tensile stress. The 

following are some of the benefits of using polypropylene fibers in a mixture of soil, as 

follows: 

1. Improve the binding capacity of the soil matrix so that it can reduce cracks due to 

shrinkage. 

2. Improve resistance to abrasion 

3. Improve resistance to collisions 

4. Improve resistance to penetration of water and chemicals. 

The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) is a comparison between the penetration of a material 

to the material with the same depth and penetration speed. This method was originally created 

by O.J Poter, then developed by the California State Highway Department, to assess road 

subgrade. 

In this calculation can be done by determining the number of loads that have been 

corrected on each specimen in the penetration of 0.1 "and 0.2" (2.54 cm and 5.08 cm) CBR 

value is obtained in percent by dividing the corrected load number 0.1 "and 0.2" respectively 

using standard load numbers of 3000 and 4500 lbs multiplied by 100%. 

2.3. Testing Soil Physical Properties 

1. Testing of soil moisture content SNI 03-1965-1990 Testing of water content in soil carried 

out in this mixing process is to find out how much changes in the weight of water contained in 

the soil. 

2. Testing the soil specific gravity SNI 03-1964-1990 Testing the specific gravity of this soil 

is to determine the weight of the water content, the weight of the soil that passes on No. 40 

filter. 

3. Liquid limit testing and the plastic limit of SNI 03-1967-1990. This liquid limit and plastic 

limit testing is done to find out the soil moisture content that occurs when mixing with clay 

samples in this test when changing from a liquid state to plastic and from a plastic to semi-

solid state. 

4. Testing grain size analysis SNI 03-3423-1994 This grain size analysis test is carried out to 

determine the size of the granules contained in this test sample. 

2.4. Testing the Mechanical Properties of the Soil 

1. Compaction testing of SNI 03-1742-1989 Compaction testing conducted is to determine the 

relationship between soil weight and water content by compacting this soil sample in a 

cylindrical mold of a certain size using a pounder with a falling point height of 30 cm. 

2. Hydrometer testing SNI 03-3423-1994 This hydrometer test aims to determine the grain 

size distribution of fine grains of silt and clay. 

3. SNI CBR Testing 03-1744-1989 CBR testing conducted is to determine the CBR value of 

this type of clay to determine the value of subgrade CBR. This test will provide soil strength 

data to a depth of ± 70 cm below the surface of the existing soil layer, or subgrade surface. 
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The existing pavement layers need to be removed first. This test is carried out by recording 

the input data of a certain conus dimension and conus angle, into the ground for each punch of 

a certain weight and height hammer. 

2.5. Testing the Mixing of Soil with Cement and Fiber 

Before this test is carried out there are several steps that need to be done and considered to 

make a test object with a mixture of soil, cement and fiber with a plan density of 90% of 

compaction. In this case it is very important to pay attention to the time of curing the planned 

test object starting from 3 days, 7 days and 14 days within the specified time period. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Results 

Testing of Physical and Mechanical Properties 

Based on the results of testing the physical and mechanical characteristics of soil in the 

laboratory, the data needed in this study can be obtained in Table 1. 

Table 1 Recapitulation of physical and mechanical properties of soil 

No. Testing Results 

1 Subgrade water content 14.51% 

2 Specific gravity (Gs) 2.63% 

3 Liquid limit 64.03% 

4 Plasticity limit 40.00% 

5 Plastic index 24.03% 

6 Grain size analysis 91.50% 

7 Maximum dry volume weight (ɣd) 1.400 gr / cm3 

8 Optimum moisture content 28.50% 

CBR  

Table 2 Recapitulation of CBR testing  

No Sample CBR Curing (days) 

1 

 

Native soil 

 

8.603% 3 

17.550% 7 

24.949% 14 

2 

 

Soil + 5% cement 

 

33.553% 3 

38.715% 7 

40.177% 14 

3 

 

Soil + 10% cement 

 

49.727% 3 

41.382% 7 

42.844% 14 

4 

 

Soil + 5% cement and fiber 

 

27.530% 3 

30.111% 7 

34.155% 14 

5 

 

10% soil + cement and fiber 

 

42.844% 3 

57.642% 7 

59.793% 14 

6 

 

Soil + 5% fiber 

 

24.089% 3 

28.391% 7 

32.606% 14 

7 

 

Soil + 10% fiber 

36.134% 3 

41.296% 7 

45.597% 14 
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4. DISCUSSION 

From the results of each CBR Laboratory study with research material 100% native soil, 95% 

native soil + 5% cement, 90% native soil + 10% cement, 95% native soil + 5% cement, and 

fiber, 90% native soil + 10 % and fiber, with ripening 3, 7 and 14 days, it can be seen that 

there is an increase and decrease in the value of the Laboratory CBR on the penetration of 0.1 

and 0.2. In curing 100% native soil 3 days for penetration value 0.1 has a CBR value of 

8.603% and penetration of 0.2 has a CBR value of 7.456%. Then it experienced an increase in 

penetration of 7 days of penetration 0.1 had a CBR value of 17.550% and at penetration 0.2 

had a CBR value of 16.289% then at 14 days penetration 0.1% CBR value 24.949% and 

penetration 0.2 had a CBR value of 22.386% .The curing mixture of soil and cement 5% 3 

days for the penetration value of 0.1 has a CBR33,553% value and penetration 0.2 has a CBR 

value of 26,383%. Then it has an increase in the penetration of 7 days 0.1 has a CBR value of 

38,715% and on penetration 0.2 has a CBR value of 28.563% then at 14 days of penetration 

0.1 CBR penetration 40.177% and penetration 0.2 has a CBR value of 33.266% . In curing a 

mixture of soil and cement 10% 3 days for a penetration value of 0, 1 has a CBR value of 

49.727% and penetration of 0.2 has a CBR value of 46.458%. Then it has increased in 

penetration 7 days 0.1 has a CBR value of 41.382% and at penetration 0.2 has a CBR value of 

33.209% then in curing 14 days of penetration 0.1 CBR value 42.844% and penetration 0.2 

has a CBR value of 33.839%. In curing the mixture of soil, cement and fiber 5%, 3 days for 

penetration value 0.1 has a CBR value of 27.530% and penetration of 0.2 has a CBR value of 

25.236%. Then it has increased in 7 days penetration 0.1% has a CBR value of 30.111% and 

on penetration 0.2 has a CBR value of 26.383% then at 14 days of penetration 0.1% CBR 

value 34.155% and 0.2 penetration has a CBR value of 30.398%. In curing the mixture of 

soil, cement and fiber 10%, 3 days for penetration value 0.1 has a CBR value of 36.134% and 

penetration of 0.2 has a CBR value of 27.814%, then an increase in curing 7 days of 

penetration 0.1 has a CBR value of 41.296 % and on penetration 0.2 has a CBR value of 

32.693% and then at 14 days of penetration 0.1 CBR value 45.597% and 0.2 penetration has a 

CBR value of 36.134%. This can occur because the effect of shrinkage rate varies for each 

type of test material and also this type of clay soil is soil with optimum density, the density 

planned in this study is 90% density. The benefits of the results of this study are mainly for 

information for development contractors in the local area (Sedayu and Mangkoedihardjo, 

2018; Samudro et al., 2018) and support our previous research results (Betaubun, 2018; 

Betaubun, 2016; Hairulla and Betaubun, 2016). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of the research conducted and the results of the discussion, it can be 

concluded that the original soil CBR value is 100% for penetration of 0.1 in 14 days ripening 

at 24.949%. For penetration 0.2 at 14 days ripening is 22,368%. Soil CBR value, cement and 

5% fiber for penetration 0.1 at 14 days ripening by 34,155%. For penetration 0.2 at 14 days 

ripening of 30.398%. Soil CBR values, cement and fiber 10% for penetration 0.1 at 14 days 

curing 59.79%. For penetration 0.2 at 14 days curing is 62.518%. Soil with the addition of 

cement and fiber has a different CBR laboratory value but is brittle (broken) with the addition 

of fiber can reduce brittle damage that can reduce cracks and collapse. 
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